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Optical Analysis of a Funnel Solar Cooker using Raytracing
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NREL Soltrace model of the funnel solar cooker
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NREL Soltrace model input data
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NREL Soltrace Ray-tracing of the funnel solar cooker
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Sun elevation and sun azimuth angles relative to the cooker
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Sun elevation angle relative to the bisector
-
+
Sun azimuth angle relative to the bisector
-+
Optical efficiency with perfect optics, perfect geometry
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𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛
Panels ref 𝜌𝜌: 1
Glass trans 𝜏𝜏 : 1
Pot abs 𝛼𝛼: 1
Optical efficiency with non perfect optics, perfect geometry
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𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛
Panels ref 𝜌𝜌: 0.85
Glass trans 𝜏𝜏 : 0.85
Pot abs 𝛼𝛼: 0.9
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Optical efficiency with non perfect optics and specular errors
104 mrad (6 deg)
Effect of the specular errors on the optical efficiency
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104 mrad (6 deg)0 mrad (0 deg)
Simple check on the cooking power at delta temp = 0 C
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Normal aperture area : 0,55 m2
TEST RESULTS
G = 700W  DT = 0  Ps = 100 W
RAYTRACING
Beam fraction 85%          GB = 595 W
Neglect diffuse fraction  GD = 0 W
Optical efficiency              𝜂𝜂𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ≃35 %
Power absorbed = 0,35 * 0,55 * 595 = 114,5 W
Conclusions and perspectives
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Optical efficiency is around 35% at peak
The ‘sweet spot‘ is quite wide and located about 10 deg below the 
bisector angle of the funnel
Specular errors do not reduce much the efficiency
The raytracing results are compatible with the results from 
experimental testing
Raytracing models support the understanding of experimental results
Future work: transparent lid, elevation of the receiver, summer 
configuration of the cooker, other cookers, optimization of the reflector 
…
